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Abstract
We explore definitions of coercion resistance in the computational model of cryptography;
discovering all but one are too weak (i.e., satisfiable by voting systems that are not coercion
resistant) and the other is too strong (i.e., unsatisfiable by voting systems that are). Hence, we
show that coercion resistance has not been adequately formalised. Our results cast doubt over
the security of voting systems that have been proven secure with respect to those definitions;
a new definition is necessary.
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Introduction

Coercion resistance is the strongest notion of privacy a voting system can deliver. It asserts that no
voter can prove they followed a coercer’s instructions; ensuring voters can evade coercion and vote
freely. Coercion resistance was introduced by Okamoto [Oka98] and first formalised by Juels, Catalano & Jakobsson [JCJ02, JCJ05, JCJ10]. It strengthens receipt-freeness by considering an adversary that instructs a voter – possibly with instructions that deviate from the prescribed ballot casting procedure – rather than merely asking the voter for proof [MN06, KZZ15, CCFG16, FQS19]. In
turn, receipt-freeness strengthens ballot secrecy, wherein the adversary’s communication capabilities are limited to controlling ballot collection [Smy19]. In its strongest form, coercion resistance
includes protection against forced abstention attacks, whereby a coercer instructs a voter to abstain, yet the voter is able to evade coercion and vote freely (assuming the coercer does not control
all ballot-collection channels).
Following the first definition of coercion resistance by Juels, Catalano & Jakobsson, further definitions have been proposed by Gardner, Garera & Rubin [GGR09], Unruh & MüllerQuade [UM10], and Küsters, Truderung & Vogt [KTV10, KTV12]. We will explore the three
most recent definitions, in the context of syntax by Juels, Catalano & Jakobsson, which is common to each. Indeed, the definition by Küsters, Truderung & Vogt is stated independently of any
particular syntax and the definition by Gardner, Garera & Rubin is largely syntax independent,
hence, those definitions can be considered in the narrower context of syntax by Juels, Catalano &
Jakobsson. The definition by Unruh & Müller-Quade is stated in terms of a particular syntax (but
to a lesser extent than the definition by Juels, Catalano & Jakobsson) and we cast their definition
into the context of syntax by Juels, Catalano & Jakobsson. Using a common syntax simplifies our
exploration and facilitates comparisons between definitions.
Contribution and structure. We critic definitions of coercion resistance by Gardner, Garera &
Rubin (§3), Unruh & Müller-Quade (§4), and Küsters, Truderung & Vogt (§5), discovering all but
the final definition are too weak (i.e., satisfiable by voting systems that are not coercion resistant)
and the other – by Küsters, Truderung & Vogt – is too strong (i.e., unsatisfiable by voting systems
that are). Hence, we show that coercion resistance has not been adequately formalised. Our
results cast doubt over the security of voting systems that have been proven secure with respect
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Sidebar 1 Preliminaries: Notation and games [Smy19]
We let A(x1 , . . . , xn ; r) denote the output of probabilistic algorithm A on inputs x1 , . . . , xn and
coins r, and we let A(x1 , . . . , xn ) denote A(x1 , . . . , xn ; r), where coins r are chosen uniformly at
random from the coin space of algorithm A. Moreover, we let x ← T denote assignment of T
to x, and x ←R S denote assignment to x of an element chosen uniformly at random from set
S, similarly, x ←R D denotes assignment to x of an element chosen uniformly at random from
distribution D. Furthermore, we let x[i] denote component i of vector x and let |x| denote the
length of vector x. Finally, we write (x1 , . . . , x|T | ) ← T for x ← T ; x1 ← x[1]; . . . ; x|T | ← x[|T |],
when T is a vector, and x, x0 ←R S for x ←R S; x0 ←R S.
A game is a probabilistic algorithm that output a boolean. Using our notation, we can formulate
the following game, denoted Exp(H, S, A), which tasks an adversary A to distinguish between
a function H and a simulator S: m ← A(); β ←R {0, 1}; if β = 0 then x ← H(m) else
x ← S(m); g ← A(x); return g = β. Adversaries are stateful, i.e., information persists across
invocations of an adversary in a game. In particular, adversaries can access earlier assignments.
For instance, the adversary’s second instantiation in game Exp has access to any assignments
made during its first instantiation. An adversary wins a game by causing it to output true (>)
and the adversary’s success in a game Exp(·), denoted Succ(Exp(·)), is the probability that the
adversary wins, that is, Succ(Exp(·)) = Pr[Exp(·) = >]. We focus on computational security,
rather than information-theoretic security, and tolerate breaks by adversaries in non-polynomial
time and breaks with negligible success, since such breaks are infeasible in practice. Game Exp
captures a single interaction between the challenger and the adversary. We can extend games with
oracles to capture arbitrarily many interactions. For instance, we can formulate a strengthening
of Exp as follows: β ←R {0, 1}; g ← AO (x); return g = β, where AO denotes A’s access to oracle
O and O(m) computes if β = 0 then x ← H(m) else x ← S(m); return x. Oracles may access
game parameters such as bit β.

to those definitions; a new definition is necessary. The remaining sections introduce syntax (§2)
and present a brief conclusion (§6), and Sidebar 1 introduces games and standard notation.
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Election scheme syntax

We will consider definitions of coercion resistance in the context of syntax by Juels, Catalano
& Jakobsson, more precisely, we adopt the variant of their syntax by Smyth, Frink & Clarkson [SFC18], which clarifies a few details. The syntax captures a class of voting systems that
consist of the following four steps. First, a tallier generates a key pair. Secondly, a registrar
generates credentials for voters.1 Thirdly, each voter constructs and casts a ballot for their vote.
These ballots are recorded on a bulletin board. Finally, the tallier tallies the recorded ballots
and announces the outcome as a frequency distribution of votes. (The chosen representative is
derived from this distribution, which suffices for both first-past-the-post and ranked-choice voting
systems [Smy18]).)
Definition 1 (Election scheme [SFC18]). An election scheme is a tuple of probabilistic polynomialtime algorithms (Setup, Register, Vote, Tally) such that:2
Setup, denoted (pk , sk , mb, mc) ← Setup(κ), is run by the tallier. The algorithm takes a security
parameter κ as input and outputs a key pair pk , sk , a maximum number of ballots mb, and
a maximum number of candidates mc.
1 Smyth proves that election schemes without registration – i.e., election schemes with external authentication [SFC18] – do not satisfy receipt-freeness nor coercion resistance [Smy19, §7].
2 The syntax bounds the number of ballots mb, respectively candidates mc, to broaden the correctness definition’s
scope. The syntax represents votes as integers, rather than alphanumeric strings, for brevity. Finally, the syntax
employs sets, rather than multisets or lists, to preclude construction (and consequently modelling) of schemes
vulnerable to attacks that arise due to duplicate ballots.
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Register, denoted (pd , sd ) ← Register(pk , κ), is run by the registrar. The algorithm takes a public
key pk and security parameter κ as input and outputs a public credential pd and a private
credential sd .
Vote, denoted b ← Vote(sd , pk , v, nc, κ), is run by voters. The algorithm takes as input a private
credential sd , a public key pk , a voter’s vote v, some number of candidates nc, and a security
parameter κ. The vote should be selected from a sequence 1, . . . , nc of candidates. The
algorithm outputs a ballot b or error symbol ⊥.
Tally, denoted (v, pf ) ← Tally(sk , bb, L, nc, κ), is run by the tallier. The algorithm takes as input
a private key sk , a bulletin board bb, an electoral roll L, some number of candidates nc,
and a security parameter κ, where bb and L are sets. And outputs an election outcome v
and a non-interactive tallying proof pf demonstrating that the outcome corresponds to votes
expressed in ballots on the bulletin board. The election outcome v should be a vector of length
nc such that v[v] indicates the number of votes for candidate v.
Election schemes must satisfy correctness: there exists a negligible function negl, such that for
all security parameters κ, integers nb and nc, and votes v1 , . . . , vnb ∈ {1, . . . , nc}, it holds that,
given a zero-filled vector v of length nc, we have: Pr[(pk , sk , mb, mc) ← Setup(κ); for 1 ≤ i ≤
nb do { (pd i , sd i ) ← Register(pk , κ); bi ← Vote(sd i , pk , vi , nc, κ); v[vi ] ← v[vi ] + 1; } (v0 , pf ) ←
Tally(sk , {b1 , . . . , bnb }, {pd 1 , . . . , pd nb }, nc, κ) : nb ≤ mb ∧ nc ≤ mc ⇒ v = v0 ] > 1 − negl(κ).
Some voting systems (e.g., the system by Juels, Catalano & Jakobsson) permit the tallier’s role
to be distributed amongst several talliers. This improves security, because a single rogue tallier
cannot tally individual ballots to reveal votes. But, it also increases complexity. We consider a
single tallier to avoid such complexities. Moreover, we omit algorithm Verify from our syntax,
because we focus on privacy, rather than verifiability, in this paper.
Definitions of coercion resistance are reliant on candidate φ representing abstention, so we
include φ in the sequence 1, . . . , nc of candidates, in the context of algorithm Vote.
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Gardner, Garera & Rubin [GGR09]

Gardner, Garera & Rubin formulate a game-based definition of coercion resistance that challenges
an adversary to distinguish a ballot for the adversary’s preferred vote v0 from a ballot for the
voter’s preferred vote v1 , wherein ballots are constructed using coins provided by the adversary
and the latter ballot is constructed using inputs that may have been modified for the purposes of
evading coercion.
Definition 2. Let Γ = (Setup, Register, Vote, Tally) be an election scheme, A be an adversary, and
κ be a security parameter. Furthermore, let generateInput be an algorithm that takes the inputs
to algorithm Vote and some coins as input, and outputs a private credential, a public key, an
integer, and some coins. We say Γ satisfies GGR-CR, if there exists a probabilistic polynomialtime algorithm generateInput such that for all probabilistic polynomial-time adversaries A, there
exists a negligible function negl and for all security parameters κ, we have Succ(GGR-CR(Γ, A,
generateInput, κ)) < 21 + negl(κ), where game GGR-CR is defined in Figure 1.
Game GGR-CR proceeds as follows: The challenger generates a key pair and a credential
(Lines 1 & 2), and initialises an empty set of coins (Line 3). Next, the adversary chooses their
preferred vote, the voter’s preferred vote, some number of candidates, and some coins (Line 4).3,4
3 Gardner, Garera & Rubin do not specify the adversary’s precise inputs used (by the challenger and oracle) to
construct ballots. We presume that the coerced voter controls some of the inputs to algorithm Vote, in particular,
we presume that voter controls their private credential and public information, including the public key and the
security parameter.
4 Gardner, Garera & Rubin consider voting systems in which ballots can contain some information that is only
available to the verifier, whereas such ballots are excluded by our election scheme syntax. Hence, we omit the
verifier from our formalisation.
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Figure 1 Game GGR-CR
GGR-CR(Γ, A, generateInput, κ) =
1 (pk , sk , mb, mc) ← Setup(κ);
2 (pd , sd ) ← Register(pk , κ);
3 r ← ∅;
O
4 (v0 , v1 , nc, s) ← A (pk , pd );
5 r ← r ∪ {s};
6 β ←R {0, 1};
7 if β = 0 then
8
(sd 0 , pk 0 , nc 0 , κ0 ) ← generateInput(sd , pk , v0 , nc, κ, s, v1 );
9
b ← Vote(sd 0 , pk 0 , v1 , nc 0 , κ0 ; s);
10 else
11
b ← Vote(sd , pk , v0 , nc, κ; s);
12
13

g ← AO (b);
return g = β ∧ s 6∈ r;

Oracle O is defined such that O(v, nc, r) computes b ← Vote(sd , pk , v, nc, κ; r); r ← r ∪ {r} and
outputs b.
The challenger adds those coins to the set of coins (Line 5).5 The challenger flips a coin (Line 6),
constructs a ballot on behalf of the coerced voter using inputs that may have been modified if the
coin flip produces zero (Lines 7–9) and the adversary’s input otherwise (Lines 10 & 11). Finally,
the adversary is given the constructed ballot and attempts to determine whether the coin flip
resulted in zero or one (Lines 12 & 13).
The definition is too weak. In particular, tallying may leak information that can violate
privacy. For instance, as an extreme example, suppose tallying leaks the tallier’s private key,
thereby enabling tallying of individual ballots to reveal each voter’s vote. Perhaps Gardner,
Garera & Rubin intended to capture coercion resistance of ballot casting, rather than coercion
resistance of the entire voting system. Indeed, they write, “We introduce a new definition of a
coercion resistant vote casting protocol” (emphasis added). Yet, they go on to write, “we are able
to address coercion enabled by examination of the protocol’s final output,” which suggests that
the final output – surely including the election outcome and tallying proof – should have been
considered. Moreover, they are critical of the definition by Moran & Naor [MN06] because “[it]
focuses on the adversary’s view of a voter’s interactions with a machine and allows privacy leaks
in the final output in the protocol,” which seemingly suggests their definition should detect such
leaks.
We shared our findings with Garera & Rubin (email, 6 Jul 2018), but have not received a
response.
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Unruh & Müller-Quade [UM10]

Unruh & Müller-Quade formulate a game-based definition of coercion resistance that challenges
an adversary to distinguish between a voter following a coercer’s instructions to cast a vote v ∗
preferred by the adversary and the voter deviating from those instructions to cast a vote v preferred
by the voter (whilst producing evidence that the instructions were followed), with probability
greater than the adversary’s ability to distinguish the election outcomes produced in each setting.
The definition requires a counter-strategy that deviates from the adversary’s instructions, which
is captured using an algorithm C. That counter-strategy must produce a ballot for v.
5 The presentation by Gardner, Garera & Rubin does not seem to include the adversary’s coins in the set of
coins, yet this is necessary to ensure the definition is satisfiable. We believe this is an omission and we include the
coins in the set.
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Figure 2 Games UM-CR and UM-CR-$, with distinctions highlighted in yellow
UM-CR(Γ, A, nc, nv, v, v ∗ , D, j, κ) =
UM-CR-$(Γ, C, A, nc, nv, v, v ∗ , D, j, κ) =
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

(pk , sk , mb, mc) ← Setup(κ);
for 1 ≤ i ≤ nv do
(pd i , sd i ) ← Register(pk , κ);

1

L ← {pd 1 , . . . , pd nv };
bb ← ∅;
if v ∗ 6= φ then
b ← Vote(sd j , pk , v ∗ , nc, κ);
bb ← bb ∪ {b};

4

O

2
3

5
6
7
8

∗

x ← A (pk , v , L, κ);
v ← Tally(sk , bb, L, nc, κ);
g ← A(v);
return g;

9
10
11
12

(pk , sk , mb, mc) ← Setup(κ);
for 1 ≤ i ≤ nv do
(pd i , sd i ) ← Register(pk , κ);
L ← {pd 1 , . . . , pd nv };
bb ← ∅;
if v ∗ 6= φ then
b ← C(sd j , pk , v, v ∗ , nc, κ);
bb ← bb ∪ {b};
x ← AO (pk , v ∗ , L, κ);
v ← Tally(sk , bb, L, nc, κ);
g ← A(v);
return g;

Oracle O is defined such that O(i) computes v ←R D; if v 6= φ then b ←
Vote(sd i , pk , v, nc, κ); bb ← bb ∪ {b}, where i ∈ {1, . . . , nv} \ {j}. Moreover, we require that
1 ≤ j ≤ nv and that oracle O is called with integer i at most once.
Definition 3. Let Γ = (Setup, Register, Vote, Tally) be an election scheme,6 A be an adversary,
and κ be a security parameter. Moreover, let nc and nv be integers, v, v ∗ ∈ {1, . . . , nc} be
votes, j ∈ {1, . . . , nv} be a voter’s identity, and D be an distribution over {1, . . . , nc, φ}nv−1 .
We define games UM-CR and UM-CR-$ in Figure 2, and say Γ satisfies UM-CR with respect to
nc, nv, if there exists a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm C such that for all probabilistic polynomial-time adversaries A, efficiently sampleable distributions D over {1, . . . , nc, φ}nv−1 ,
votes v, v ∗ ∈ {1, . . . , nc, φ}, and integers j ∈ {1, . . . , nv}, there exists a negligible function negl and
the following conditions hold for all security parameters κ: First, the election outcome v computed
in game UM-CR(Γ, A, nc, nv, v, v ∗ , D, j, κ) is computationally indistinguishable from the election
outcome computed from the votes sampled by the oracle in game UM-CR-$(Γ, C, A, nc, nv, v, v ∗ , D,
j, κ) and the vote v. Secondly, |UM-CR(Γ, A, nc, nv, v, v ∗ , D, j, κ) − UM-CR-$(Γ, C, A, nc, nv, v, v ∗ ,
D, j, κ)| ≤ maxv∗ ∈{1,...,nc,φ} ∆(Dv , Dv∗ ) + negl(κ), where ∆ denotes statistical distance and Dv ,
respectively Dv∗ , is the distribution over {1, . . . , nc, φ}nv that chooses nv − 1 votes according to D
and uses v, respectively v ∗ , for the nvth vote.
The first condition captures the counter-strategy, represented as algorithm C, casting a ballot for
v, and the second condition captures the adversary’s inability to distinguish the jth voter following
instructions (UM-CR) and deviating from them using algorithm C (UM-CR-$).
The games are identical except for Line 7: The challenger generates a key pair and credentials
(Lines 1–4),7 and initialises an empty bulletin board (Line 5). Moreover, if adversarial preferred
vote v ∗ does not represent abstention, then the challenger constructs a ballot for that vote in game
UM-CR and constructs a ballot using the counter-strategy in game UM-CR-$,8 the constructed
ballot is added to the bulletin board in both games (Lines 6–8). Next, the adversary instructs the
oracle to construct ballots on behalf of non-coerced voters and add those ballots to the bulletin
board (Line 9).9 Finally, the challenger tallies the bulletin board and the adversary is given the
election outcome and challenged to determine whether the ballot constructed by the adversary
6 Unruh

& Müller-Quade consider a tallying algorithm that only outputs an election outcome, hence, we consider
a variant of algorithm Tally, denoted v ← Tally(sk , bb, L, nc, κ), in this section.
7 Key generation is implicit, rather than explicit, in the original presentation by Unruh & Müller-Quade.
8 Unruh & Müller-Quade suggest that the adversary instructs the coerced voter, but do not specify further
details. Here, we assume the adversary’s ability to instruct is limited to choosing the adversarial preferred vote,
which we model by universal quantification over all votes.
9 The oracle is not explicitly defined by Unruh & Müller-Quade, but it is useful to capture their requirements
that the adversary controls the start of tallying and that the voters other than the coerced voter all following the
protocol.
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was for v or v ∗ (Lines 10–12).
Definition UM-CR is similar to the receipt-freeness definition by Delaune, Kremer & Ryan [DKR06,
DKR09], which Smyth casts from the symbolic model to the computational model of cryptography, resulting in a pair of games Receipt-Freeness-A and Receipt-Freeness-B [Smy19, §7].10 The
former captures the adversary’s inability to distinguish between voters following instructions and
deviating from them using a counter-strategy (which is similar to the second condition of definition
UM-CR), and the latter over-approximates the counter-strategy casting a ballot for vote preferred
candidates (which is similar to the first condition of definition UM-CR). Hence, definition UM-CR
seemingly captures receipt-freeness rather than coercion resistance. But, upon closer inspection,
aspects of Smyth’s definition are omitted from the definition by Unruh & Müller-Quade. Indeed,
Smyth permits the adversary to control ballot collection and to learn coins used to construct ballots, whereas Unruh & Müller-Quade do not. The former is necessary to detect attacks against
ballot secrecy (in the presence of an adversary that controls ballot collection) and the latter to
detect attacks against receipt-freeness. Consequently, definition UM-CR does not capture ballot
secrecy nor receipt-freeness, thus, coercion resistance is not captured either.
We shared our findings with Unruh (email, 29 Jun 2019), but have not received a response.
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Küsters, Truderung & Vogt [KTV10, KTV12]

Küsters, Truderung & Vogt formulate a game-based definition of coercion resistance that challenges
an adversary to distinguish between a voter following a coercer’s instructions to give-up their
private credential and the voter deviating from those instructions to cast their preferred vote
using a counter-strategy whilst giving-up a fake credential.
Definition 4. Let Γ = (Setup, Register, Vote, Tally) be an election scheme, A be an adversary, C
be a (stateful) algorithm, and κ be a security parameter. Moreover, let na, nc and nv be integers,
and let D be an distribution over {1, . . . , nc, φ}. We say Γ satisfies δ-KTV-CR with respect to
na, nc, nv, C, D, if for all probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms A and votes v ∈ {1, . . . , nc, φ},
there exists a negligible function negl such that for all security parameters κ, we have Succ(KTVCR(Γ, A, na, nc, nv, C, D, κ)) − Succ(KTV-CR-$(Γ, A, na, nc, nv, v, C, D, κ)) ≤ δ + negl(κ), where
games KTV-CR and KTV-CR-$ are defined in Figure 3.
Beyond the requirements specified in Definition 4, Küsters, Truderung & Vogt remark that “[algorithm C must be] defined in such a way that...the coerced voter achieves [their] own goal, e.g.,
votes for [their] favorite candidate, despite what the coercer tells [them] to do. The concrete definition of [C] depends on the specific goals one wants the coerced voter to be able to achieve... We
therefore do not fix this...up front.” Unfortunately, this makes the definition incomplete and we
will see that this can cause problems.
The first four lines games KTV-CR and KTV-CR-$ are identical: The challenger generates a
key pair and credentials (Lines 1–3), and initialises an empty bulletin board (Line 4). In game
KTV-CR-$, the challenger constructs a ballot using the counter-strategy and adds that ballot to
the bulletin board, except if the coerced voter wants to abstain (Lines 5–7). The next seven lines
are identical in both games: for each non-corrupt, non-coerced voter (Line 8), a vote is sampled
(Line 9), and the challenger constructs and casts a ballot for that vote, except when the vote
signifies abstention (Lines 10–12). Moreover, the challenger initialises a set of public credentials
(Line 13) and a set of corrupt voters’ private credentials (Line 14). Next, the adversary constructs a
set of ballots (Lines 15–16), which might include ballots constructed using corrupt voters’ private
credentials or the coerced voter’s private credential in KTV-CR, respectively a fake credential
in KTV-CR-$. Finally, the challenger tallies the ballots and the adversary is given the election
outcome, along with a proof of correct computation, and is challenged to determine whether the
coerced voter gave-up their private credential or followed a strategy to evade coercion (Lines 17–
19).
10 Smyth considers election schemes without registration; it is straightforward to adapt his games to include
registration.
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Figure 3 Games KTV-CR and KTV-CR-$
KTV-CR(Γ, A, na, nc, nv, C, D, κ) =

KTV-CR-$(Γ, A, na, nc, nv, v, C, D, κ) =
1

3

(pk , sk , mb, mc) ← Setup(κ);
for 1 ≤ i ≤ nv do
(pd i , sd i ) ← Register(pk , κ);

4

bb ← ∅;

4

1
2

2
3

5

5

6

6

7

7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

for na < i < nv do
v ←R D;
if v 6= φ then
b ← Vote(sd i , pk , v, nc, κ);
bb ← bb ∪ {b};
L ← {pd 1 , . . . , pd nv };
M ← (sd 1 , . . . , sd na );

17
18
19

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

15
16

8

bb ← A(pk , L, M,sd nv , bb, κ);
(v, pf ) ← Tally(sk , bb, L, nc, κ);
g ← A(v, pf );
return g;

16
17
18
19

(pk , sk , mb, mc) ← Setup(κ);
for 1 ≤ i ≤ nv do
(pd i , sd i ) ← Register(pk , κ);
bb ← ∅;
if v 6= φ then
b ← C(sd nv , pk , v, nc, κ);
bb ← bb ∪ {b};
for na < i < nv do
v ←R D;
if v 6= φ then
b ← Vote(sd i , pk , v, nc, κ);
bb ← bb ∪ {b};
L ← {pd 1 , . . . , pd nv };
M ← (sd 1 , . . . , sd na );
sd ← C(pk , pd nv , sd nv );
bb ← A(pk , L, M,sd , bb, κ);
(v, pf ) ← Tally(sk , bb, L, nc, κ);
g ← A(v, pf );
return g;

Coercion resistance can be achieved when just two voters are honest and only one is coerced.
Indeed, suppose a coerced voter is instructed to abstain and yet they vote, under cover of an honest
voter who abstains. If the coercer is unable to distinguish this scenario from the coerced voter
following instruction (i.e., abstaining) and the non-coerced, honest voter voting for the coerced
voter’s preferred vote, then coercion resistance is intuitively achieved. Yet, such scenarios are not
captured by δ-KTV-CR; the definition is too strong. Formally, we have the following:
Theorem 1. No election scheme Γ satisfies δ-KTV-CR with respect to nv − 2, nc, nv, C, D, where
nc and nv are integers, C is an algorithm, and D is a distribution over {1, . . . , nc, φ} such that
for all computations v ←R D we have v = φ.
Proof. Let us consider executions of games KTV-CR and KTV-CR-$ with respect to adversary A
defined such that A(pk , L, M, sd , bb, κ) outputs ∅ and A(v, pf ) outputs |bb| + 1 mod 2. Suppose
(pk , sk , mb, mc) is an output of Setup(κ), (pd nv , sd nv ) is an output of Register(pk , κ), and b is an
output of C(sd nv , pk , v, nc, κ), where v ∈ {1, . . . , nc} is a vote and κ is a security parameter. The
for-loop on Lines 8–12 of each game executes exactly once, since i = nv − 1 is the only integer such
that nv −2 < nv −1 < nv, but the inner if-branch is never executed, because our hypothesis asserts
that computations v ←R D are such that v = φ. It follows that Succ(KTV-CR(Γ, A, nv − 2, nc, nv,
C, D, κ)) − Succ(KTV-CR(Γ, A, nv − 2, nc, nv, v, C, D, κ)) = |∅| + 1 mod 2 − |{b}| + 1 mod 2 = 1,
hence, δ-KTV-CR is not satisfied.
This result renders δ-KTV-CR unsuitable, since election schemes should be secure for any election
with at least two candidates and at least two voters. We shared our findings with Küsters,
Truderung & Vogt (email, 29 Jun 2019), Küsters raised their Bingo Voting, Scantegrity and
ThreeBallot case studies (email, 1 Jul 2019), and our response clarified that those studies consider
their weaker privacy definition, rather than coercion resistance (email, 1 Jul 2019). We have not
received any further communication from Küsters, Truderung, nor Vogt.
Küsters, Truderung & Vogt do not formally restrict the class of counter-strategies that may
be encoded into algorithm C. This is dangerous, since inappropriate strategies might be insufficient to ensure coercion resistance. For instance, we might consider algorithm C such that
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C(pk , pd nv , sd nv ) outputs sd nv , and C(sd nv , pk , v, nc, κ) outputs a ballot for vote v, i.e., the algorithm computes b ← Vote(sd nv , pk , v, nc, κ) and outputs b. With this seemingly reasonable
counter-strategy, games KTV-CR and KTV-CR-$ can be shown equivalent: Algorithm C ensures
that Line 16 of each game are identical, and the election outcomes computed in Line 17 of each
game will be identical for suitable distributions D. Thus, games KTV-CR and KTV-CR-$ are equivalent. Yet, coercion resistance is not necessarily achieved. Indeed, an election scheme that counts
the last vote cast with each private credential is not coercion resistant using the counter-strategy,
because the strategy reveals credentials, which can be used to cast votes, enabling deviations from
the coerced voter’s own goal. Some possible restrictions on the class of counter-strategies are
discussed by Küsters, Truderung & Vogt, e.g., “when following [the] counter-strategy, [a] coerced
voter always successfully votes for the candidate of [their] choice, where ‘successfully’ means that
the coerced voter’s vote is in fact counted.” We extend Definition 4 with this requirement:
Definition 5. We say an election scheme satisfies δ-KTV-CR+ with respect to na, nc, nv, C, D,
if δ-KTV-CR is satisfied (with respect to na, nc, nv, C, D) and the election outcome v computed in
game KTV-CR-$ is a frequency distribution that includes the coerced voter’s preferred vote and the
votes sampled during the for-loop.
This definition (along with Definition 4) leaves analysts with a conundrum: For which parameters should an election scheme be proven secure? A cautious analyst will of course consider all
parameters, but they are doomed to fail, since no scheme will satisfy the definition for all parameters. Indeed, games KTV-CR(Γ, A, na, nc, nv, C, D, κ) and KTV-CR-$(Γ, A, na, nc, nv, v, C, D, κ)
are distinguishable when vote v cannot be sampled from distribution D.
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Conclusion

This work was initiated by a desire to establish formal relations between definitions of coercion
resistance, which would have been useful to establish suitability and relative strength. As work
progressed, we discovered that all but the definition by Küsters, Truderung & Vogt are satisfiable
by voting systems that are not coercion resistant: Our initial desire serves no purpose; formal
relations between unsuitable definitions are worthless. Yet, that discovery is more interesting
and will bring an end to the use of unsuitable definitions. Unfortunately, it casts doubt over the
security of all voting systems proven secure with respect to those definitions, and establishing
their security is a possible direction for future research. We also discovered that the definition
by Küsters, Truderung & Vogt is too strong. It follows that coercion resistance has not been
adequately formalised, which will fuel the exploration for a suitable definition.
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